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File systems have always played a vital role in digital forensics and during the past 30e40 years many of
these have been developed to suit different needs. Some file systems are more tightly connected to a
specific Operating System (OS). For instance HFS and HFSþ have been the file systems of choice in Apple
devices for over 30 years.

Much has happened in the evolution of storage technologies, the capacity and speed of devices has
increased and Solid State Drives (SSD) are replacing traditional drives. All of these present challenges for
file systems. APFS is a file system developed from first principles and will, in 2017, become the new file
system for Apple devices.

To date there is no available technical information about APFS and this is the motivation for this article.
© 2017 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
Introduction

Apple has used the HFS/HFSþ file systems for the past 30 years.
The HFS (Hierarchical File System) was introduced in 1985 and had
a major upgrade in 1998 with the introduction of HFSþ (LeGault,
2009). Like many file systems, the HFS family has had a long life
span. However, the major problemwith these older file systems are
the lack of functionality, low performance, limited capacity, un-
suitability for SSD drives, and low security levels.

ZFS, BTRfs and reFS are examples of modern file systems which
include the above features. Many thought that Apple would select
ZFS for future products. Instead they have created APFS with
Dominic Giampaolo (the creator of BeOS and the Be File System)
being the main architect (Apple Inc., 2016c).

In the digital forensic community, many digital forensic in-
vestigators use tools such as Sleuthkit, Autopsy, X-Ways Forensics,
Encase and Forensic Toolkit. At present none of these tools provide
support for interpreting this file system.

This paper is organised as follows. Section Background provides
some background information on APFS, while Section The APFS File
System describes the functionality of the file system and provides
an overview of the basic APFS structures. Section APFS Structures
provides detailed information about the internal structure of the
.H. Hansen), fergus.thomas.

H., Toolan, F., Decoding the AP
APFS artefacts and a means to interpret them manually. Finally, we
conclude in Section Conclusions.

Many abbreviations are used in this article. A list of these can be
found in Appendix C, Table C.20.

Background

APFS (Apple File System) was introduced as part of macOS 10.12
with the code name “Sierra” in September 2016 (Apple Inc., 2016a).
Apple claims the file systemwill not be backward compatible and is
not yet implemented as the main file system in any of the Apple
devices. The version of APFS implemented in macOS 10.12 is a pre-
release version and is meant for evaluation and development
purposes only. From 2017 Apple plans to implement APFS in Apple
devices as a bootable file system. At the time of writing this article
APFS is bootable in macOS 10.13 Beta. In iOS version 10.3 in March
2017, APFS is fully implemented on small scale devices such as the
iPhone and iPad.

APFS is not an extension of HFSþ. From HFSþ we are familiar
with special files such as the catalog file, attributes file, allocation
file and extents overflow file. These files do not exist any more nor
does the journal exist. APFS uses a different strategy in ensuring
secure changes in the file system (Apple Inc., 2016a).

This file system has a lot of new features compared to HFSþ and
several new API's have been written. In addition some previous
ones have been modified to handle APFS. The command line tools
hdiutil and diskutil have been extended to handle APFS. In addition
we have some new tools dedicated to APFS. These include:
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
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apfs_hfs_convertwhich allows conversion of HFSþ volumes to APFS
containers; mount_apfs for mounting APFS containers; newfs_apfs
for creation of new APFS containers; fsck_apfs for file system
checks; apfs_invert and apfs_snapshot for volume snapshot man-
agement; slurpAPFSMeta to list APFS metadata; and apfs.util which
contains miscellaneous utilities for APFS.

The kernel extension com.apple.filesystems.apfs is loaded on a
running macOS system.

This report is based on APFS version 249.20.2 but some major
changes in version 249.30.8, which was introduced with macOS
10.12.2, will also be covered. With the release of macOS 10.12.4
beta, a few changes are discovered in the VCSB but these have no
impact on the ability to debug APFS using artefacts in this report.
More changes can be expected up to the release of the official
version sometime during 2017 and will be named ”macOS High
Sierra”. In June 2017, Apple releases the macOS 10.13 Beta which
have the system disk formatted with APFS.

The APFS file system

Fig. 1 provides an overview of the main parts of the APFS
container. The APFS container is the APFS “world” and contains
both meta-data and data-content for files, folders and other
structures. Containers are subdivided into volumes which are a
logical part of the container. The container is defined in the GUID
partitioning systemwhile the volumes are not. In the visual context
of macOS, we don't see the container but the volumes in the Finder
application.

APFS does not use a journal (Giampaolo, 1999, ch. 7) system as
we are familiar with from HFSþ. APFS operations are atomic, in
which the file system on-disk state is based on the previous on-disk
state. Apple have named this feature Atomic Safe-Save (ASS) which
ensures the atomicity of operations, either the operation is
completed or it does not happen at all. APFS makes use of Copy On
Write (COW) (Chen et al., 2014) to increase performance with less
overhead compared to journaling. When the file system data in
memory is flushed to the APFS container, a new checkpoint
(Giampaolo, 1999) is created. Each checkpoint has a Checkpoint
Superblock (CSB) (Giampaolo, 1999). The most recent CSB will
become theMain Superblock (MSB) which is a subset of the current
latest CSB. Each CSB will know where to find the previous check-
point and what the next will be. The MSB will know where the
original CSB is.

The major components of the APFS file system are:

� Container Superblock

Contains information about the entire APFS container such as:
the block size limitations; the total number of blocks; and previous
Fig. 1. APFS
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checkpoints. The Container Superblock is the highest level in the
file system.

� Checkpoint Superblock Descriptor

This block contains information about meta-data structures in
APFS and is the preceding block to the CSB (except the MSB). There
is always a CSBD for each CSB. Forensically, the most important
information in this block is the location of the Bitmap Structure
(BMS), the former allocation file in HFSþ.

� Bitmap Structures

Records used and unused blocks. There is only one bitmap
system that covers the whole container and is common to all vol-
umes in the file system.

� Volume Superblock

This is the highest level in a volume and contains information
about that volume.

� File and folder B-Tree(Graefe, 2011, ch. 1e2)

Records all files and folders in the volume. It performs the same
role as the catalog file in HFSþ.

� Extents B-Tree

A separate B-Tree of all extents per volume. Extents are refer-
ences to file content, with information about where the data con-
tent starts and the length in blocks. A file with some content will
have at least one extent. A fragmented file will have multiple ex-
tents. The extent B-Tree is a separate structure. In each file record
extents are defined per file in the file/folder B-Tree. This separate
extent structure is part of the snapshot feature.

� Snapshots

A snapshot is a user stored state of a volume at the time
when the snapshot was created. Files covered by a snapshot are
pinned and cannot be freed from the file system until the
snapshots are sanitized, even if the file is deleted from the file
hierarchy.

� Checkpoints

A checkpoint is a historical state of the container. Each check-
point is initialized with a CSB and the current state is usually the
areas.

FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
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last CSB in the CSB collection. The CSB in the current state is the one
the MSB originates from. A checkpoint involves both the container
and volume meta-data. Restore points and snapshots are similar
each other. The main difference between a checkpoint and a
snapshot is the user ability to restore the file system from stored
snapshots using the file system API.

Fig. 2 shows a more detailed view of the APFS container. In this
we see the MSB. This structure points to the current last check-
point superblock. CSB's 1 to 3 represent previous states
Fig. 2. APFS s
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(checkpoints) of the container and potentially contain the com-
plete container structure at the time the checkpoint was created.
This concept can best be compared with the TimeMachine feature
in Mac OS X.

The CSB directly points to metadata that describes the volumes
in the container. Each volume (to a maximum of 100 volumes) is
defined in a table of volumes with volume ID and the block number
at which the Volume Checkpoint Superblock (VCSB) can be found.
Prior to each CSB there is a checkpoint descriptor block that has
tructure.

FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Table 1
Volume number limitations on different container sizes.

Container size Volumes >¼ 10 MB

1 GiB 2
2 GiB 4
5 GiB 10
10 GiB 20
20 GiB 40
100 GiB 100
12 TiB 100
1.2 PiB 100
7.5 EiB 100

Table 2
Node header structure.

Offset
Hex

Field Data type Comments

0 Checksum Uint64 Fletchers Checksum Algorithm
8 ID Uint64 Object-ID or Block#
10 Checkpoint ID Uint64
18 Unknown Uint16 Possible level in B-Tree
1A Unknown Uint16 All observations shows value 0x4000 Flag?
1C Unknown Uint16 Often seen value 0x0b, 0x0e and 0x0f
1E Unknown Uint16
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more information on where to find different meta-data structures
such as the bitmap structures.

Each Volume begins with a VCSB which describes the constraint
for the volume and has pointers to volume metadata such as the
catalog and extents B-Trees, snapshots, etc.

The B-Trees in a volume contain nodes at one or more depths.
Each node is what we describe as a table (eight table types have
been identified). A table is a small 1-block database hosting a single
node in a B-Tree.

The APFS structure potentially provides the forensic investigator
with the possibility to recover earlier container states. After several
tests, both manually and programmatically, we have been able to
recover the container from previous checkpoints and by comparing
recovered stages, we are able to discover previous existing folders/
files and also changes in the state of these objects.

In Fig. 2 we have described 4 checkpoints (1,2,3 and the current
one (4)). By not starting the container traversing from block 0 to get
the current state, we could use the previous state of the container.
The current CSB will know where the previous CSB is located. If we
want to restore an even older state of the file system, we could
restore from checkpoint 2, the oldest one in this example. Check-
point 1 is the initial state of the container and not suitable to use as
a roll-back. The initial state in checkpoint 1, as far as we have
experienced has no defined volumes and just provides a basic
framework for the container. By traversing backward in the CSB's,
we can potentially restore the file system from any of the check-
points by starting with the CSB.

Capabilities and features

APFS, as with all file-systems, does have some constraints,
however, these constraints are broader than those of HFSþ. APFS
uses 64-bit addressing to increase the size of the addressable space
and thereby increasing the maximum possible size of containers,
volumes, number of files/folders and file-size. Some of the limita-
tions and features in APFS compared to HFSþ are listed in (Apple
Inc., 2016b).

Container, volume and block-size limits
In APFS version 240.20.2, block numbers were addressed in

native 64-bit format, however, with APFS version 249.30.8, the final
8 bits of the address are used to denote the record type in the
catalog B-Tree nodes. Due to this change in structure, the theoret-
ical maximum addressable block number is 256.

So far only 4KiB block-sizes have been observed on containers
under 12 TB in size, but this value is defined by a 32-bit value in the
CSB. By using the APFS tool newfs_apfs, we receive an error using a
block-size greater than 65536 bytes (0x10000). The same API does
not allow block-sizes that are less than 4 KiB.

Using Apple Sparse bundle files we were able to create con-
tainers up to 7.5 EiB. Sparse bundle files are disk containers that can
hold a complete partitioning systemwith one or more file systems.
These bundles have a givenmaximum size and the bundle grows as
the content increases.When trying to create a container of 8 EiB, we
receive the following error “hdiutil: create failed - image/device is too
large” from the APFS API. As of the current version of APFS, we
conclude that the maximum container size is between 7.5 and 8
EiB. When we mounted the single volume in this container, the
volume was approximately 7.5 EiB. With this, we are confident that
the maximum volume size is approximately the same as the
container size. The same container was automatically configured
with 64 KiB block-size.

A plist file,/System/Library/Filesystems/apfs.fs/Contents/Info.p-
list contains information about the APFS environment, and two of
the values are as follows:
Please cite this article in press as: Hansen, K.H., Toolan, F., Decoding the AP
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“FSPersonalities” ¼> {

“APFS” ¼> {

“FSFormatMinimumSize” ¼> 8388608
“FSFormatMaximumSize” ¼> 9223372034707292160

}

The values could indicate a minimum size of container and/or
volume at z8 MiB and maximum at z8 EiB.

After testing on containers up to 7.5 EiB, themaximumnumber of
volumes per containerwewere able to createwas 100. On very small
containers, it is only possible to create a fewvolumes. The diskutilAPI
gave an errorwhendefining volumes less than 10MBand so this size
was used for each created volume. After testing different container
sizes, we were able to evaluate a maximum number of volumes per
container with volume-size of 10 MB (see Table 1). The table shows
the maximum number of volumes that can be created on different
container sizes. The maximum number of possible volumes per
container is described in offset 0xB4 in the CSB/MSB, Table 5.

Time-stamps
Time is one of the most important items in both traditional and

digital investigation. Generally, in HFSþ, the time format was based
on seconds since 1904-01-01. The Unix epoch time stamp has been
used since Mac OS-X 10.7 (Lion) in the HFSþ Catalog file's ‘Date
Added’ field as an unsigned 32 bit value (seconds since 1970-01-01).
With APFS, all time-stamps were changed from 32- to 64-bit and
stored as unsigned values. The APFS timestamp value records the
number of nano-seconds since 1970-01-01. By dividing the APFS
time value by 1 � 109, we have the number of seconds since 1970-
01-01. The remainder from this division provides the nano-seconds.

All time stamps are given in UTC þ00:00. Time stamps are found
in thefile and foldermeta-data, in the snapshotmeta-data and in the
VCSB. There may exist other time stamps in other structures that are
not covered in this article. The range of possible time values are from
1970-01-01 00:00 to 2554-07-21 23:34.33. At the time of writing
tests have shown that no time prior to 1970 may be recorded.

Snapshots
APFS supports snapshots, each of which store a single volume

checkpoint. When files are part of a snapshot, the content of these
files is protected from complete deletion. The file meta-data in the
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Table 3
Table header structure.

Offset
Hex

Field Data
type

Comments

20 tableType Uint16 Possible values 0 to 7. This example is table type 1
22 tableLevel Uint16 Indicates level of a B-Tree. This example are from the highest level in

a B-Tree and this B-Tree has tree levels below this. Level 0 are leaf
nodes in B-Tree.

24 tableRecords Uint16 Number of records in the table. In this example, there are 11 records.
(11 key values and 11 data values)

26 Unknown 1 Uint16
28 Unknown 2 Uint16
2A tableIndexSize Uint16 Size of the table index area. The table key area will start right after

this area
2C tableKeyAreaSize Uint16 Size of the table key area
2E tableFreeSpaceSize Uint16 Size of the free area. The table data area ends at offset

0x38þtableIndexSizeþtableKeyAreaSizeþtableFreeSpaceSize.
(0x38þ0x80þ0x170þ0xd58¼0xF80. The data area start in offset
0x1000-0x28 ¼ 0xfd8 since this is table type 1 which has a footer.
See Table 4

30 Unknown 3 Uint16
32 Unknown 4 Uint16
34 Unknown 5 Uint16
36 Unknown 6 Uint16

Table 4
Summary of Table artifacts.

Type
Footer Table Indexes Length

Key Section Data Section

Offset Length Offset Length Key Data

0 No Uint16 Uint16 Uint16 Uint16 Varies Varies
1 Yes Uint16 Uint16 Uint16 Uint16 Varies Varies
2 No Uint16 Uint16 Uint16 Uint16 Varies Varies
3 Yes Uint16 Uint16 Uint16 Uint16 Varies Varies
4 No Uint16 Uint16 16 byte 8 byte
5 Yes Uint16 Uint16 16 byte 8 byte
6 No Uint16 Uint16 16 byte 16 byte
7 Yes Uint16 Uint16 16 byte 16 byte

Table 5
Decoding of main/checkpoint superblock.

Name Offset Type Value (conv Le

Block Checksum 0x00 Uint64
Block ID# 0x08 Uint64 0x01

CSB Node ID# 0x10 Uint64 0x13
CSB Magic 0x20 char[4]
BlockSize: 0x24 Uint32 0x1000
Total blocks 0x28 Uint64 0x7917F6

UUID of the container 0x48 Char[16]
Next CSB ID# 0x60 Uint64 0x14
Base block 0x70 Uint32 0x01

Previous CSBD in Block 0x80 Uint32 0x26

Original CSBD in Block 0x88 Uint32 024

Unknown 0x84 Uint32 0x4A
Oldest CSBD 0x8c Uint32 0x02

Indexblock of Volumes 0xA0 Uint64 0x8946
Max number of volumes 0xB4 Uint32 0x06

List of Volume ID‘s 0xB8 Uint64
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current file system hierarchy is erased, but the file content blocks
are not overwritten as they belong to a snapshot, and the data
content is protected as long as the snapshot exists. Snapshots are
common to many modern file systems such as Btrfs, ZFS and reFS.
The snapshot feature is used to ensure data reliability and to make
it possible to roll back the file system to an earlier state. A drawback
with snapshots is the need for harvesting these snapshots since
they protect potentially unwanted blocks to keep the snapshot
valid. Snapshots are created for volumes in the container rather
than for the container as a whole.
to BE) Comment

Fletcher checksum, 64-bit. All metadata blocks
0x0001 Probably plays a role in the Btree structure NXSB¼01 00
APSB¼ 02 04, 06 04 and 08 04
Checkpoint ID
Magic: NXSB
Size of each allocation unit: 4096 bytes (Carrier, 2010, ch. 14)
Number of blocks in the container: 7,935,990
size¼7935990*4096¼32,505,815,040 bytes

What is the next CSB id#: 0x14
The base block is used to calculate current and previous CSBD/
CSB.
This is the block where the CSBD from previous state is found
and is located in block ”Base block” þ 0x26. The CSBD for
previous state is in block 0x27 and the CSB for the same state in
block 0x28
The current state CSBD is located in block ”Base block” in offset
0x70, 0x01 þ this value, 0x24. The CSBD for the current state of
the file system is in block 0x25. The original CSB is in the
succeeding block, 0x25.
Unclear purpose
Oldest CSBD in block ”Base block” þ 0x02. The oldest CSBD is in
block 0x03 and the CSB for that state is in the succeeding block.
This value þ ”Base block”.
15330
Highest number observed is 0x64. See also Section Container,
volume and block-size limits.
Repeating the Uint64 as many Volumes as there are. This
example, 0x0402, 0x0406, 0x0408, 0x040A, 0x040C and 0x040E

FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
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Data cloning
Another feature in APFS is that of data cloning. When duplicating

datawithin the container independent of which volume it originates
from, the data content is not duplicated, only the meta-data. The
meta-data exists in the file structure multiple times but shares the
same blocks. When one of the files is modified, only the altered
blocks are connected explicitly to the altered file. This feature makes
the duplication of files faster and requires less storage.

Space sharing
One of the innovations of APFS is the space sharing feature in

which all volumes in the container share the same underlying
space. Most likely this is the reason that the Bitmap System (BMS) is
connected directly to the container's CSBD and not to each indi-
vidual volume. This is the opposite of what we are familiar with
from other files systems where the space is restricted to the rigid
partition scheme. On an APFS container with three volumes, all
volumeswill report the same amount of free space. In a container of
1000 GB with three volumes (Vol-A, Vol-B and Vol-C) having 100,
200 and 300 GB of allocated space respectively. All three volumes
will report 400 GB of free space.

Encryption
The HFSþ file system does not directly support encryption per

file but that was solved by storing the per-file-key in a named
attribute for each file. APFS supports different encryption schemes
but those are not implemented in the versions of APFS covered in
this article.

Sparse-files
HFSþ does not support sparse files, but this feature is imple-

mented in APFS.

Fast Directory Sizing
In complex and deep directory structures in HFSþ, we are

familiar with the time the file system could spend on calculating the
size of the file system tree. This is one of the common reasons that
the systemwould hang. Apple, with APFS, introduced Fast Directory
Sizing (FDS), where the file system can quickly compute the space
used by a directory hierarchy, in order to remove this problem.

Digital forensics and APFS

This section describes the processes of gathering the informa-
tion to describe the container structure from the APFS on-disk file
system structures and recovering the contents of files. These are
some of themost basic file system analysis tasks that are performed
in Digital Forensics.

Traversing the APFS container
In order to gather relevant file system information (such as

number of volumes, characteristics of each volume, file and folder
metadata, file content, etc) we must begin our analysis with the
MSB. From this we can first determine the current state of the file
system. We can use this structure to determine the current active
checkpoint and the location of its CSB.

In the CSB we locate a pointer to the volume table which con-
tains pointers to the VCSB for the volume. The CSB block also
provides us with information about the block size and the total size
of the container. The VCSB is used to locate the start of the Catalog
B-Tree (BTCS) which contains all metadata related to files/folders/
attributes/extents and so forth. In addition, the VCSB contains
further information about the volume such as the total number of
files/folders, next available Catalog Node ID (CNID), pointer to the
list of snapshots etc.
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File and file-system recovery

Recovery of data is one of the most important tasks in digital
forensics. With the implementation of SSD drives and trim func-
tionality in major operating systems, traditional methods such as
carving have become a challenge. File systems using B-Trees to
organize the meta-data are also a challenge as free records in the
structure are rapidly overwritten as the balancing/rewriting of the
nodes takes place. In HFSþ with journaling we were only able to
recover historical meta-data for a very limited time frame.

APFS provides great opportunities for file recovery due to the
extensive use of checkpoints. Experience indicates that APFS very
frequently creates a new checkpoint, often after just a few changes
in the file structure. In 3.2.1 a very brief method to traverse the
current state of the container is described. When restoring the
container from a previous state, we are able to detect both previ-
ously existing files and also earlier versions of these files.

By using the same method, but moving the initial point from
block zero to a CSB from an earlier stage, we can reconstruct earlier
versions of the file system. There are multiple methods we can use
to find the previous CSB.

In a test scenario, a 10 GB APFS image was created and 512 files
were added to it. This process was done in two passes (the first pass
placed 2 files and a symbolic link on the device, while the second
pass placed the remaining 509 files). This operation created 8
checkpoints (2e9). Laterwe attached the same image and erase 509
files/folders from the command line (rm -R -f/path/). This process
increased the number of checkpoints from 9 to 46. Still the VCSB
reports more than 500,000 blocks in use, the same as before the
deletion. This is excellent news for forensic investigators. We are
uncertain of the precise strategy for freeing blocks in APFS; indeed,
this may be a bug. We tested recovery on 9 of these checkpoints,
including the very first, and all states were fully recoverable.

The exact policy in the file system for creating new checkpoints
and harvesting previous ones is not certain at this moment.

� We can start with the MSB and from this find the current CSBD
and the corresponding CSB is in the succeeding block. From the
current CSB, we can locate the CSBD for the previous state. Using
this approach, we can map all the CSB that exist in the system.

� The second method is just to search for the header of a CSB by
searching for the text “NXSB” in offset 0x20 using block-size
boundaries. Such a search is not very time consuming. All CSB
appear to be located in the beginning of the container. That state-
ment is based on the fact that all references inCSB toprevious/next
CSB are a 32-bit Uint32 value giving the block number while the
rest of the file systemmake use of 64-bit block addressing.

APFS and digital forensic challenges

From a forensic perspective, the ability to link digital traces with
time, actor and location, has always been the goal in an investiga-
tion. When new digital artefacts are encountered there will always
be numerous challenges in their interpretation.

APFS provides possibilities to recover previous meta-data and
content. However, there are also some challenges specific to APFS.

� Carving:

Carving is a method to recover data content that remains in
unallocated space of the file system. Traditionally we have been
familiar with the disk architectures where each volume remains in
a separate partition. These volumes are unaware of other volumes.

In APFS, the structure is different in that the APFS container could
be divided into one or more volumes. Each volume has blocks
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Fig. 3. Node header.

Fig. 4. Table header structure.

Fig. 5. Table concept.
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available from a pool organized by the container bitmap. This
means, there are no boundaries on block level and a single block
does not exclusively belong to a given volume before it is allocated. If
a file is erased on volume A, the blocks are released, and available for
new data. These blocks could likely be used by volume B or C later.

In a carving scenario, in HFSþ, the carved object could at least be
connected to a volume but in APFS, this would be impossible to
state.

� APFS on a live system:

In HFSþ, all changes in the file system meta-data are processed
through the journal (if journaling is turned on). With that strategy,
an acquisition of a HFSþ volume on a live system normally has no
implications. In APFS this is different. There is no journal and the
file structure meta-data is retained in memory and not fully
committed until the OS is shut down. The frequency of meta-data
flushing is unknown. Acquisition of an APFS container should
therefore be done both live and after shut-down of the OS.

Major challenges in traversing an APFS container, acquired live
on a macOS 10.13 Beta bootable system, have been experienced. No
such challenges are experienced on other drives such as external
USB drives and disk images.

� Full disk encryption (Filevault):

Full disk encryption was introduced with Mac OS X 10.7 (Levin,
2013, ch. 1 and 15)and supports encryption of the whole system
disk. In HFSþ when Filevault was turned on, the system disk
become a separate un-encrypted device, normally on/dev/disk1 if
the physical disk was/dev/disk0. That is the method the Core
Storage (CS) (Levin, 2013, ch. 1 and 6) technology uses to organize
the physical and virtual devices. The un-encrypted HFSþ system
volume was fully available to acquire as root user and none of the
meta-data was encrypted.

This is changed in the system volume in an APFS container. The
file and foldermeta-data and content are fully available through the
file system API, but using low level queries on the container is
challenging. Most of the file system meta-data is encrypted and
impossible to parse fully. All leaf-nodes in the Catalog B-Tree are
encrypted. With root privileges, it is possible to turn off Filevault so
that the file system is in an unencrypted state. However, this so-
lution leads to potential data integrity problems.

APFS structures

Previously this paper has presented a high-level view of APFS. In
this section we examine the main structures in more detail.

Endian-ness

HFSþwas initially entirely based on Big-endian (BE) numbering
(most significant byte is written first, and least significant byte last,
while little-endian (LE) uses the opposite scheme). As Apple move
to Intel based processors in their hardware, more and more struc-
tures are now LE. An example of this is the HFSþ journal, which has
some initial bytes to determine, if the journal is based on LE or BE
byte ordering.

Our research has only found structures based on LE ordering in
APFS.

Block headers

Themajority of meta-data blocks in APFS have a 32-byte header.
The exceptions include the Superblocks and the bitmap blocks.
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Fig. 3 shows a node header. The decoded values from this header
are listed in Table 2.

Immediately following the header we normally find a table
structure (Section Tables in APFS) which occupies the remainder of
the block.

Fletchers checksum is a method to create checksums of data-
blocks and is the checksum algorithm used in APFS to ensure
data integrity on block level in file systemmetadata (Fletcher, 1982;
Fenwick, 2006, ch. 5.1).

Tables in APFS

Tables are used in structures such as the catalog and extent B-
trees, Volume lists and the Object-ID map. To date eight distinct
table types have been observed. To fully understand APFS, it is
crucial to understand the structures and roles of the tables.Without
interpreting the tables correctly further interpretation of the file
system is almost impossible.

Tables used in APFS are small, single block databases with
slightly different purposes in the file system structures.

The table type field is composed of 2 bytes located at Block offset
0x20, directly after the node header. Table types are from 0 to 7. The
next 2 bytes provide the table level from zero upwards. So far, levels
0 to3havebeenobserved,butwecanexpect to see even largerdepths
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Fig. 6. Main Superblock in block 0x00.

Fig. 7. Checkpoint superblock descriptor.

Fig. 8. The bitmap structures (BMS).
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Fig. 9. CSBD for the 2 PB container.
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of the tables in large containers filled with millions of files. We have
only tested volumes with up to 220,000 files and that requires four
levels (0e3) in theB-Tree. A level two tablewill have records referring
toanunderlying level one table. Levelzerotables refer toblockswhich
contain file meta-data, often in an underlying table of level zero.

Root and index nodes are found in tables of level one and above.
Leaf nodes are in level zero tables. The table types are different in
structure, but the 24 byte table header is consistent across all table
Fig. 10. Bitmap des
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types. Fig. 4 provides a sample table header structure, while Table 3
describes the meaning of the fields in this structure.

A common layout of the different tables is shown in Fig. 5. Not
all of the elements in the figure are used in all tables. Fig. 5 shows a
complete block with the block/node header at the top. The
remainder of the block forms the table.

Immediately after the table header is the record index. There are
two types. One with two values with only offset in keys and data
section, each a Uint16. The other use four Uint16 values with offset
and length for both key and data sections. The table record index
has information about key and data records in the table.

Another distinction between the table types are their use of
footers. Table types 1,3,5 and 7 use a 0x28 byte footer at the end of
the block. In these tables, all data offsets are relative to offset 0xFD8
and the footer contains different values specific to the table type.
The other table types have no footer and all references to the data
section content are relative to the end of the block.

In B-trees with several layers, we will have table types 1,3,5 or
7 at the top-most level as these have a footer. The footer seems to be
used to store information about the complete B-Tree. One of the
values in the footer is the total number of records in the whole B-
Tree structure.

In a few structures, we have found blocks with contents that are
formed as tables but they deviate from the eight used in B-Trees.
criptor (BMD).

FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Fig. 11. Two bitmap index blocks (BMIB).
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These include the BTCS and the extent B-Tree. These exceptions
have been observed with the value 0x00 or 0x01 in offset 0x20 in
the block. This is the same ID used for table type 0 and 1 but the
remaining structure does not match. These exceptions do not have
a table index, key or data section but use fixed size records of
various lengths. Many of these exceptions are covered in the
respective sections they relate to.

In the next sub-section we will describe the table types (0e7)
found in some B-Tree structures.

The eight table types have a lot in common and wewill focus on
this first. Then we provide a short description of each table type.

The table definition commences at offset 0x20 in the block with
table type, number of rows, size of key section and gap between key
and data section. After the table set-up, the table row and column
definitions are described from offset 0x38 in the block.

The table contains a header, record definitions, and key and data
sections. Certain table types also have a footer. The header begins at
offset 0x20 in the block and is 0x18 bytes in length. This table type
header starts with a 16-bit value which represents the table type.
This is then followed by two bytes representing the level in the B-
Tree at which the table is used. The two subsequent bytes represent
the number of rows in the table. The length of the record definitions
can be found at 0x2A followed by an Uint16 which records the
length of the key section. This is followed by the gap between the
Please cite this article in press as: Hansen, K.H., Toolan, F., Decoding the AP
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key and data section. The table footer is always 0x28 bytes and
always occupies the end of the block. Table indices are of 4 or 8
bytes each. On 8 byte indices, the two first Uint16 are the offset and
length of the key record and the next two Uint16 are the offset and
length of the data record in the table. Tables with 4 byte indices
have two Uint16 values which is the offset to the key and data re-
cord. The data length in the two records are pre-defined. In tables
with a footer, the offset to the data record is relative to the start of
the footer (- 0x28) and for the other table types, it is relative to the
end of the block.

Key offsets are relative to the start of the key section, Fig. 5.
Most of the values regarding table header and footer are clear, at

least to read this type of table but still there are some values in
these two regions that are unclear.

Offset 0x18 in the footer (offset 0xFF0 in a 4 KiB block) is the
number of records in the table and all underlying tables if this is a
table with level higher than zero in offset 0x22. Offset 0x20 in the
footer is the next record number in the table.

Table type 0
Table type 0 has been observed in the B-Tree Catalog structure in

B-Tree level above leaf-nodes and below the root-node.
The table has the structure described in Table 3. The values

Unknown 3e6 appear to be the key offset and length, and the data
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Fig. 12. Bitmap record blocks.
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offset and length of the next available record. If there are no free
index records, the offsets are set to 0xFFFF and length of 0x00.

The records in the table are four Uint16 values. The first two are
the offset and length of value in key section and the next are the
offset and value of the content in the data section.
Fig. 13. Bitmap block (BMB).
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An example table 0 could be Catalog Node ID and named key in
the key section and Object ID in data section. This table does not
have a footer.

Table type 1
Table type 1 has a footer and the table index contains four 16-bit

values where the first two values are the offset to the record in the
key section and the length of the record. The next two values
provide the offset to the record in the data section and the length of
this record. This table is frequently observed in both the BTCS and
the Extents B-Tree for the top-level node. Example values are
Parent-ID and a key name (file/folder name in BTCS and block-start
number in the Extent B-Tree) in the key section and an Object-ID
when used as root-node in the BTCS or a block-number when
used in the Extent B-Tree. Examples of this table are provided in
Figs. 17 and 21 when used in the Extents B-Tree.

Table type 2
Initially, this table is identical to the previous one but has no

footer. This table type is very frequently encountered in leaf-nodes in
the BTCS. When used in BTCS, the key section is often observed with
either a Parent-ID and Key-name or CNID and data type in the data
section. Examples of this type of table appear in Figs. 18 and 19.
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Fig. 14. Volume Block (VB) covers six volume descriptors. Table type 7.
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Table type 3
Initially, this table is equal to the previous one. The table index is

the same as that of table type 1. Typical values depend on what
structure they are used in. In the BTCS and the Extents B-Tree this
table is often used as top level node in small volumes, where the
root-node serves both as root-node and leaf-node. In such example
of use, the key record might be Parent-ID, and the named key and
the data recordmight be file meta-datawith large variations in size.
Other typical records could be Object-ID and object type in the key
record, and extent information for files in the data record.
Table type 3 has a footer. An example of this table used in the Ex-
tents B-tree is shown in Fig. 20.

Table type 4
Table type 4 diverges somewhat from the previous ones. The

table has no footer and the table index only has two values per
record, the offset to the record in the key section and then one for
the data section.

The length of the content is fixed with 16 bytes in the key sec-
tion and 8 bytes in the data section. Offsets in the data section are
relative to the end of the block.
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Table type 5
Table type5 is very similar to type4. Theonlydifference is that this

type has a footer and all offsets to data are from offset - 0x28 (begin-
ning of the footer). The records in the key section are 16 bytes and 8
bytes inthedatasection.Thistabletypeismostlyobservedattop-level
nodes in the BTCS and larger containers withmulti-level B-Tree‘s.

Table type 6
Table type 6 is very similar to type 4. The table index has only

the offset to content in the key and data section and not the length.
The lengths are predefined. Each record is 16 bytes in both the key
and data sections. There is no footer for this type of table.

This type of table is often observed in the leaf-nodes in the B-
Tree Catalog Structure. Typical key section content includes Object-
ID and Volume Checkpoint Superblock ID, while the data section
typically records the size of the data and a block number.

Table type 7
This table type is very similar to type 6. The only difference is the

footer that contains similar information to that described for table
type 1. This table type is observed in a broad range of structures and
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Fig. 15. Volume Checkpoint Superblock from macOS 10.13 Beta, APFS version apfs-687.0.0.1.7 and a volume size of z 500 GB.
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is often encountered in the top-most levels of multi-layer struc-
tures or in single layer structures such as the Volume declarations.
An example of this type of table can be found in Fig. 16.

Table summary
Table 4 shows the basic properties of the different table types.

One of the most important blocks in the B-Tree Catalog Structure is
the Root-Node which is the highest level in the folder structure.
This node utilises search keys of variable length. One of the
improved features within APFS is Fast Directory Searching (FDS).
One of the values that is tightly connected with this feature, is the
count of all records in the tree structure, located in the table footer.

In the B-Tree catalog structure, the root node (Section Root
Node) only has two options in the selection of table to use,
Table 1 or 3 since both of these handle variable length keys and
actually have footers. This is also according to the observations in
many APFS containers investigated. Table type 3 acting as a Root-
Node is only observed in small containers with few files where
the Root-Node is also an Index and Leaf-Node.

In the B-Tree Object Map (Section B-Tree Object Map) only table
type 5 is used for the root node, except in the case of very small
structures where type 7 may be encountered.

Our interpretation of the tables show that tables 0 and 2 have
the same artefacts. The same is observed between tables 1 and 3.
These tables appear to have a different purpose depending on
which structure they are in.

Main Superblock and checkpoint superblocks

TheMain Superblock (MSB) is a copy of a Checkpoint Superblock
(CSB) related to the current state of the file system. The MSB does
not have an own Checkpoint Superblock Descriptor (CSBD), but
uses the one belonging to the CSB, that the MSB is a subset of.

The CSB and the CSBD define the overall structure of the
container. This includes such information as block-size, number of
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blocks, iNode numbering, the bitmap structure, the volumes in the
container, etc. The CSBD is the preceding block to the CSB.

APFS has both the MSB, all CSB's and CSBD located in the
beginning of the file system (Fig. 1). There are no additional copies
of these structures elsewhere in the container, as we are familiar
with from other file system. For example HFSþ and the NTFS have a
copy of the Volume Header at the end of the file system, while ExtX
has the Superblocks distributed throughout the volume.

Fig. 6 is a dump from an example MSB/CSB. The values are
translated in Table 5. Some unknown values are excluded.

Checkpoint Superblock Descriptor

The CSBD plays a vital role in APFS. This is the block prior to the
CSB (except for MSB). This is a type 1 table with between four and
five records, each of 0x28 bytes. Fig. 7 shows an example of such a
block with four records. Table 6 provides a description of the con-
tent of this structure.

Themost important structures referred to from the CSBD are the
Bitmap Structures that record which blocks are in use. This record
in CSBD are 0x28 bytes and has only been observed as the first
record with start offset 0c20 in the CSBD, and it has a value of
0x0005 as the first two bytes. This record points to the BMD. This is
further described in Section The bitmap Structure. The other re-
cords in CSBD are related to the security mechanisms in APFS,
which provide the system with the ability to rebuild/roll-back.
Fig. 7 show four records in the CSBD and Table 6 is the records
decoded. The first row are the reference to the BMS.

The bitmap structure

In a similar manner to other comparable file systems, APFS
utilises structures to record used and unused blocks. From
HFS þ we are familiar with the allocation file, however APFS uses a
collection of blocks to store the Bitmap Structures (BMS).
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Fig. 16. The B-tree object map (BTOM).
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Fig. 17. The B-tree Catalog root node (BTRN).
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In APFS the bitmap structures are common to all volumes in the
container. Each volume has a quote of the blocks in the container,
but the blocks are not in dedicated areas. The BMS are referred to
from the CSBD, that has information about the topmost level in the
BMS, the Bitmap Descriptor (BMD). Fig. 8 shows the basic structure
of the complete BMS. The levels reflects the hierarchy where we
have the BMD on the top setting the boundaries. At the bottomwe
have the Bitmap Blocks (BMB) that keep track of the blocks in the
container. One byte in the BMB keeps track of eight blocks where
each bit provides the allocation status. Each bit is the status of a
single block. A 1 indicates the block is allocated (i.e. in use by a file
or file system meta-data) and a 0 value indicates that the block is
available for future use by files.

Themeta structures in the BMS are the BitmapDescriptor (BMD),
Bitmap Index Blocks (BMIB), Bitmap Record Blocks (BMRB) and
bitmapblocks (BMB). All these type of blocks except BMB startswith
the block header we know from Section Block Headers. Detailed
descriptions of each of these appear in the remainder of this section.
This article examines the BMS found in version 249.30.8 of APFS.
There were many changes introduced in this version.

Fig. 8 shows the different levels in the BMS. The highest level is 5
(the BMD) and on the lowest level we have the BMB. We are un-
certain why the level begins with 5, however, our analysis could
indicate that the entire APFS container consists of structures on
different levels where the topmost level is the CSB on level 0.
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Bitmap Descriptor
The BMD has information about the BMS and plays the same

role as the CSB for the complete system and provides constraint of
the BMS like number of Bitmap Indexes (BMI) needed, capacity per
BMI, BMRB and BMB. The BMD also maintains references to the
initial state of the BMS. There is an uncertainty why the file system
store information about the BMS on an initial state but one could
think of this as a feature to reinitialize the container. The BMD also
records information on where to locate the rest of the BMS like
BMI and/or BMRB‘s. Each record are 0x28 bytes and the first record
start in offset 0x28. Fig. 8 shows the sketch of a BMS and its
elements.

To locate the BMS, the correct record in the CSBDmust be found.
This record is identified by a object-ID 0x0400, see Fig. 9 where the
actual record is the one starting in offset 0x28 and are 0x28 bytes,
highlighted in orange. There has never been seen other starting
values for this record besides 0x0005. The two values of interest are
highlighted red in Fig. 9, offset 0x28, and 0x40, the object-ID
(0x0400). Offset 0x48 is the block number to the current BMS
(block number 0x02EF).

Older instances of the BMS are also referred to from the CSBD.
That record is identified byobject-ID 0x0403 and start with 0x0002.
See Fig. 9. This record starts in offset 0x50 and are also 0x28 bytes.

A hexdump from a BMD is shown in Fig. 10 and many of the
values are translated in Table 7. The block is from a 2 PB container.
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Fig. 18. B-tree index node (BTIN).
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Bitmap index (BMI)
The Bitmap Index (BMI) contains one or more Bitmap Index

Blocks (BMIB). This is the level of metadata below the BMD and
above the BMRB's. On small containers, the BMIB are not necessary
to handle the small number of blocks. Instead, one or more pointers
are defined in the BMD that point directly to a single BMRB. Fig. 8,
the right leg on level 5 illustrates this. The number of direct BMRB
pointers that the BMD can contain is not known. Offset 0x44 in the
BMD records the number of BMIB in the system. If the value is zero,
it is known that the BMS does not make use of BMI but relies solely
on BMRB's for indexing.

A BMIB is basically a block with 64-bit pointers to BMRB‘s. All
BMIB and BMRB are created initially to cover the whole container.
The BMIB begins with a standard block header, see Section Block
Headers. Two BMIB‘s are shown in Fig. 11.

In Fig. 11 the initial bytes from two different BMIB‘s are found,
index 0 and 1 in a BMS. There is noticed offset 0x18 with value 0x06
that is the level of the BMI. Offset 0x20 are the index number of
each BMIB. Offset 0x24 are the number of BMRB this block covers.
From the first BMIB (index 0) covers 0x7FB BMRB and the second
and last BMIB (index 1) covers 0x0e BMRB‘s. In sum, this is the same
as the value in offset 0x40 in the BMD. At offset 0x28 the records
with pointers to BMRB starts.

A BMS using a blocksize of 4 KIb and a single BMIB can handle a
system of 507�126�32768�4096¼8TiB where 507 is the
maximum BMRB pointers in the BMIB, 126 are maximum BTB
pointers in the BMRB, 32,768 are the number of blocks a BMB can
host and 4096 is the block size. A single BMRB can host 16 GiB in a 4
Please cite this article in press as: Hansen, K.H., Toolan, F., Decoding the AP
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KiB block size system. On very large storage by using the maximum
block size (64 KiB), one single BMIB can serve up to 0.5 EiB and a 7.5
EiB container will typically need 15 pointers to BMIB‘s.

In a minimum sized container of 10 MB with 4 KiB blocks, we
will have 1 pointer in the BMD to a single BMRBwith a single record
pointing to a single BMB covering 2550 blocks.

Bitmap record block (BMRB)
The Bitmap Record Block (BMRB) records one or more BMB's. A

Uint16 at offset 0x28 provides the number of records in the block.
Each record is 32 bytes and describes which volume checkpoint the
bitmap block is part of, what block number the record starts with,
how many records the bitmap covers and the block number of the
bitmap. Using a block size of 4 KiB, the maximum number of re-
cords in one BMRB is 0x7E (126). All records in the BMRB are filled
up, but the block number reference to the BMB is not added until
the system needs to allocate blocks within the range the record
cover.

Offset 0x18 in the BMRB defines the level in the B-Tree. The
BMRB is always level 7 and it was earlier stated that BMD is on level
5 and BMI on level 6. These three levels are the highest in the BMS.
On the lowest level, there are the Bitmap Blocks (BMB) where each
bit covers the status of a single block in the container (bit value
0 means the block is free while 1 is used for allocated blocks).

Fig. 12 shows the records from the first and last BMRB in the
BMS. Each of these has a maximum of 2046 records. Both belong to
checkpoint number 0xAB. Each record covers 131,072 blocks.

See further decoding of the blocks in Table 8.
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Fig. 19. B-Tree Leaf Node (BTLN) in block number 0x8902.
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Fig. 20. Extent direct block (EDB) 0x893D.

Calculation Description

50,004÷32,768¼1.53 We know the block are defined in BMB-1
50,004�(1�32,768)¼17,236 This is the bit number.
17,236÷8¼2154 This is byte number in the block.
17,236mod8¼4 This is the bit number in the byte
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Bitmap block (BMB)
Bitmap Blocks (BMB) are the lowest level in the BMS (leaf-level)

and are a bit different from other metadata blocks as they have no
block header.

The BMB's are referred to from a record in the BMRB. The
reference is the block number to the BMB, and the capacity of
blocks, and the range of blocks the BMB records. The range of
blocks starts with the value by start block. As an example, consider
a very small container of 250MB and block-size of 4 KiB so it is only
needed 2 BMB. In such a system, there will be only a single BMRB
with two records. The first record will define the first BMB to start
with block number 0 in the system and the second BMB will have a
start block of 32768. Then, BMB-0 covers blocks 0 - 32767 and
BMB-1 covers block 32768 - 65535. The first byte (8-bits) in the
Please cite this article in press as: Hansen, K.H., Toolan, F., Decoding the AP
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second BMB will then cover blocks 32768 to 32775 in the
container.

Using the same container, the status of any block in the
container can be discovered. For instance consider block 50,004,
where do we need to look in order to determine if the block is
allocated?
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Fig. 21. Extent index block (EIB).

Table 6
Decoding of checkpoint superblock descriptor.

ID Size (conv LE to BE) Unknown Size (conv LE-BE) Unknown Objecd-ID
(conv LE-BE)

Block# Description

0x05 0x8000 0x00 0x1000 0x00 0x0400 0xDB Location of Bitmap area for container
0x02 0x1000 0x00 0x0000 0x00 0x0403 0xDC Location of Bitmap structures for previous Checkpoint.
0x02 0x8000 0x09 0x1000 0x00 0x0405 0xDD Reference to previous Checkpoint, BTCS
0x11 0x8000 0x00 0x1000 0x00 0x0401 0xDE Unknown purpose
0x12 0x8000 0x00 0x1000 0x00 0x045E 0xnn Copy of critical catalog node data
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This means that the status for block 50,004 can be found in bit 4
of byte 2154 in BMB-1.

Each byte in a BMB represents eight blocks. If a byte represents
block 0 to 7, the bit 0 is the allocation status of block 0 and bit 7 is
the status of block 7.
Table 7
Decoding of bitmap descriptor (BMD) in Fig. 10.

Field Offset
(conv LE - BE)

Type

CSB ID 0x10 Uint64
Bitmap B-Tree level 0x18 Uint16
Block size used in the BMS 0x20 Uint32
Blocks covered by each BMB 0x24 Uint32
Max records in BMRB 0x28 Uint32

Max records in BMIB 0x2C Uint32

Blocks the whole BMS covers 0x30 Uint64
Number of BMRB‘s in the BMS 0x40 Uint32
Number of BMIB‘s in the BMS 0x44 Uint32

Free data blocks 0x48 Uint64

Pointer to BMIB/BMRB 0x50 Uint32
Pointer to free area after offset 0x50 0x80 Uint32
BMS from the initial state of the container 0xA8 Uint64

Uncertain 0xA8 Uint64
Array of pointers to BMIB/BMRB 0x0570 Uint64

Please cite this article in press as: Hansen, K.H., Toolan, F., Decoding the AP
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Fig. 13 is from an arbitary BMB where the majority of the blocks
it covers are allocated. A value of 0xFF indicates all eight blocks the
byte represents are in use. Bytes with 0x00 (highlighted in red)
indicate all 8 blocks are free and the single value 0x3F (binary
0b00111111) (highlighted green) indicates the six first blocks this
Value
(conv LE-BE)

Description

0xAB CSB ID which this BMD belongs to.
0x05 BMD always level 5, BMI 6 and BMRB 7
0x4000
0x20000
0x01FE With a block size of 16 KiB and each record are 32 bytes the

maximum number of records are (16384�40)÷32¼510
0x07FB With a block size of 16 KiB and each record are 8 bytes the

maximum number of records are (16384�40)÷8¼2043
0x1FFFFFCDFD Number of blocks the bitmap system has capacity to cover
0x0809
0x02 A value here above zero indicates that the BMS make use of

Bitmap Indexes and not just BMRB. Smaller containers often
have zero here

0x1FFF35F2DB Number of free blocks used for file content. This value and
value in offset 0xF0 in sum are the total number of free
blocks in the container

0x0570
0x0580
0x6855 Offset 0xA8 and 0xB0 seems to be pointers to the BMS from

an initial state of the container
0xF0 Purpose not clear but can be free container metadata blocks.

Array of 64-bit pointers to BMIB/BMRB.

FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Table 8
Decoding of records from two BMRB in Fig. 12.

Index # Checkpoint Block range
start

Block
capacity

Free blocks BMB block #
(Big-End)

0 1 0 131072 0 0x71F0
0 1 131072 131072 0 0x71F1
0 1 13238272 131072 131072 e

skipped
1 1 137436856320 131072 131072 e

1 1 137438822400 131072 131072 e

Table 10
Decoding of a Volume Checkpoint Superblock (VCSB) in Fig. 15. All values from the
example block are presented in big-endian and/or human readable time-stamps.

Offset
(Big-End)

Type Description, sample data

0x0000 Uint64 Fletcher checksum of the block.
0x0008 Uint64 Node-ID of the blockt ID (0x0403)
0x0010 Uint64 Checkpoint ID (0x5B47)
0x0020 Char[4] Volume Superblock Magic ”APSB”
0x0024 Uint32 Volume#. First volume start with 0, (0x00)
0x0038 Uint32 Case setting of the volume. 1¼Not case sensitive

and 8¼Case sensitive (0x01, Not C.S.)
0x0048 Uint64 Size of volume in Blocks. Last volume has no

size set and has available the rest of the blocks
(0x00)

0x0058 Uint64 Blocks in use in this volume (0x286BFF)
0x0080 Uint64 Block# to initial block of catalog B-Tree Object

Map (BTOM), (0x0D69AA)
0x0088 Uint64 Node ID of root-node (0x0404)
0x0090 Uint64 Block# to Extents B-Tree, block# (0x0D6986)
0x0098 Uint64 Block# to list of Snapshots (0x8F)
0x00B0 Uint64 Next CNID (0x0D69AA)
0x00B8 Uint64 Number of files on the volume (0x050248)
0x00C0 Uint64 Number of folders on the volume (0x01759A)
0x00F0 Char[16] Volume UUID, here C6FDD463-3885-3370-

BF24EEC74F9BAEB5. Same result as the API
provide with System/Library/Filesystems/apfs.fs/
Contents/Resources/apfs.util -k /dev/disk?s?s?

0x0100 Uint64 Time Volume last written/modified (2017-07-
03 09:09:47 UTC)

0x0110 char[32] Creator/APFS-version (hfs_convert (apfs-
687.0.0.1.7))

0x0130 Uint64 Time Volume created (2017-07-02 03:51:14
UTC)

List of volume checkpoints, Record 0-7 (offset 0x140 - 0x2BF), total 0x180
bytes, each record 0x30 bytes

0x0140 char[32] Creator (apfs_kext compiled @ Jun 16 201)
0x0160 Uint64 Time Checkpoint created (2017-07-02 12:25:48

UTC)
0x0168 Uint64 Checkpoint ID (0x63)
0x02c0 char[48] Volume name (Macintosh HD)
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byte covers are allocated and two are not. Byte offset 0xfa with
value 0x1f (0b00011111) represents a set of 8 blocks where 3 are
unallocated.

Volumes in APFS

Volumes in APFS are slices of the APFS container. In traditional
file systems such as FAT, NTFS, extX and HFSþ we are familiar with
volumes being equivalent to file systems. There may be several file
systems on a single storage device, but nothing is shared across
these volumes. Merging such volumes are almost impossible
without using special tools or moving the data with a file handler.

In APFS, volumes are part of the APFS file system and are not
described in the GUID Partition Table. Volumes in APFS are similar
to files in other file systems. The BMS, Section The bitmap structure
shows that the bitmaps are a shared part of the APFS container and
all the volumes use the same areas.

Volume location is found in the CSB at offset 0xA0. This is a block
address to the Volume Root Block (VRB). The VRB contains block
addresses to one or more Volume Blocks (VB) with more specific
information about each volume. In a container, the maximum
number of volumes are 100 (Section Container, volume and block-
size limits) and reference to these fits into one single VB. Fig. 14
shows a hex-dump of a container with 6 volumes. Table 9 in-
terprets the content of this block. The last column is not gathered
directly from that block, but is information from the Volume
Checkpoint Superblock (VCSB), that the table record refers to, see
Fig. 15. The first two columns in Table 9 are table references. The
next values are the object-ID which we will find at offset 0x08 in
the VCSB, the VCSB ID which we find at offset 0x10. At offset 0x14
we find the Volume#. The eighth column is the Volume-Name
located in offset 0x2B8 in the VCSB.

We have tested the maximum number of volumes in a single
container and the limitation is unclear. See Subsection Container,
volume and block-size limits for more about maximum sizes of
volumes and Table 1 for some specific sizes we have tested. It ap-
pears that 100 volumes in one container are the maximum.

VCSB example with decoding
From Table 10 which is a summary of the VCSB in Fig. 15, there is

a broad information about the volume. Several values in the VCSB
are unknown, but the most important are located and allow us to
Table 9
Decoding of a single Volume Block (VB), see Fig. 14.

Vol # Key offset Data offset Object ID (Big-End) VCSB-ID Unk

0 0x10 0x20 0x402 0x0E 0
1 0x60 0x70 0x408 0x10 0
2 0x20 0x30 0040A 0x11 0
3 0x30 0x40 0040C 0x12 0
4 0x40 0x50 0040E 0x13 0
5 0x50 0x60 0x406 0x0F 0
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navigate to one of the most important structures, the Catalog-Tree.
Other values of high forensic importance are the time-stampswhen
the Volume was created and last modified, previous Volume
Checkpoint ID and where Volume Snapshots are located.

The VCSB decoded here are from amacOS 10.13 Beta system disk
of z 500 GB with APFS version 687.0.0.1.7. It is created with the
hfs_convert API.

By using the known values from the VCSB, it is possible to
navigate fully in the catalog B-Tree, Extents B-Tree and snapshots
for a particular volume.
Catalog B-Tree structure

Each volume in APFS has its own catalog tree, a B-Tree Catalog
Structure (BTCS) which is based on nodes at different levels. As we
nown Block size (Big-End) Block# to VCSB (Big-End) Comment

0x1000 0x8915 APFSvolume1
0x1000 0x891E APFSvolume2
0x1000 0x8927 APFSvolume3
0x1000 0x8930 APFSvolume4
0x1000 0x8939 APFSvolume5
0x1000 0x8945 APFSvolume6

FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Table 11
Decoding of the object map (BTOM) in Fig. 16.

record Key (Big-End) Data (Big-End) Node-ID (Big-end) APSB# Size Block# (Big-End) Comment

1 0x10 0x20 0x040F 0x13 4096 0x8943 # 35139 Offset 0x18 in that node¼2
2 0x30 0x40 0x0412 0x13 4096 0x8942 # 35138 Offset 0x18 in that node¼3
3 0x20 0x30 0x0413 0x0C 4096 0x88F9 # 35065
4 0x100 0x110 0x0416 0x13 4096 0x893F # 35135 Offset 0x18 in that node¼3
5 0x40 0x50 0x0419 0x0C 4096 0x88FB
6 0x50 0x60 0x041C 0x0C 4096 0x88FC
7 0x60 0x70 0x041F 0x0C 4096 0x88FD
8 0x70 0x80 0x0422 0x0C 4096 0x88FE
9 0x80 0x90 0x0425 0x0C 4096 0x88FF
10 0x90 0xA0 0x042C 0x0C 4096 0x8900
11 0xA0 0xB0 0x0431 0x0C 4096 0x8901 # 35073
12 0xB0 0xC0 0x0435 0x0C 4096 0x8902 # 35074 Offset 0x18 in that node¼3
13 0xC0 0xD0 0x0439 0x0C 4096 0x8903
14 0xD0 0xE0 0x043C 0x0C 4096 0x8904
15 0xE0 0xF0 0x043D 0x0C 4096 0x8905 # 35077 Offset 0x18 in that node¼3
16 0x0 0x10 0x0440 0x13 4096 0x8944 # 35140

Table 12
Decoding the BTRN (Fig. 17).

record Index
(Big-End)

Index Length
(Big-End)

Data offset
(Big-End)

Data Length Index Key (Values are Big-End Hex) Node ID
(Big-End)

Comment

1 0x0 0x18 0x8 8 01:0109:Private-dir 413
2 0x150 0x19 0x70 8 02:0109:CIMG0152.JPG 0x043D
3 0x118 0x19 0x10 8 02:0109:CIMG0184.JPG 0x0412 This node covers Node-ID‘s ¼> 0x02,

up to the next node that start on CNID 0x18
4 0x170 0x27 0x18 8 18:0104:Attribute 0x0416 This node covers Node-ID‘s ¼> 0x18,

up to the next node that start on CNID 0x1E
5 0x40 0x0A 0x20 8 1E:0106 0x0419 This node covers Node-ID‘s ¼> 0x1E,

up to the next node that start on CNID 0x24
6 0x50 0x27 0x28 8 24:0104:Attribute 0x041C
7 0x78 0x0A 0x30 8 2A:0103 0x0041F
8 0x88 0x12 0x38 8 2F:0108 0x0422
9 0x18 0x0A 0x40 8 35:0106 0x0425
10 0xD0 0x27 0x48 8 3B:0104:Attribute:com 0x042C
11 0xF8 0x0A 0x50 8 41:0103 0x0431
12 0xB8 0x12 0x58 8 46:0108 0x0435 A file with Node-ID 0x48 will have metadata

in this node since it covers Node-ID
between 0x46 0x4C

13 0xA0 0x0A 0x60 8 4C:0103 0x0439
14 0x138 0x12 0x68 8 51:0108 0x043C
15 0x108 0x0A 0x78 8 57:0106 0x0440
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have seen the VCSB provides the necessary information to find the
B-Tree structure. Offset 0x78 in the VCSB is a block reference to a
single block that has information about where the B-Tree structure
can be found. On volumes with a simple structure, the block has a
table type 0 with zero as number of records. In offset 0x30 in this
block, we find a single block reference to the B-Tree Object Map
(BTOM) of the BTCS.

In offset 0x18 we have a Uint16 value that describes the level of
the B-Tree and the Object Map is always on level 2. In systems with
very few file objects, the B-Tree Object Map (BTOM) also acts as the
B-Tree Root-Node (BTRN). With separate BTRN, this node will also
remain in level 2 of the B-Tree structure.

B-Tree Object Map
In our sample with Fig. 16, the BTOM is a type 7 table with 16

records. The first record is a reference to the B-Tree Root Node
(BTRN). The node-ID is 0x040F which is the BTRN (as earlier stated
in the VCSB offset 0x80, Fig 15 and Table 10). The root node of BTOM
has two important values in the footer area. The first value, footer
offset 0x18 which is the total number of leaf-nodes in the entire
Please cite this article in press as: Hansen, K.H., Toolan, F., Decoding the AP
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structure. In footer offset 0x20 we have the number of index-nodes
(including the root-node) in the entire B-Tree.

Root node
The B-Tree Root Node (BTRN) is the top-most level in the B-Tree

and ensures the sorted order of the B-Tree is maintained. From the
BTRNwe can navigate to the correct B-Tree Leaf Node (BTLN). In our
example of BTRN in Fig. 17 the node remains in a type 1 table and
the key section contains the sort keys with parent-id. In the data
section we find the node ID which we earlier described in Table 11.
To discover the block with the corresponding node, the node ID
must be found in the BTOM to discover the block number of the
BTLN Object ID.

When the OS needs to lookup a file in the actual volume, it must
query the BTRN to decide inwhich BTLN node to perform a further
search. The request provided by the OS is the desired folder and
file name. To gather a file in the root folder, the OS actually
searches for a key with parent ID 2 and a file name. As an example
searching for the file /CIMG0180.JPG, we notice that record 2
covers file keys up to and including CIMG0152.JPG. Record 3 covers
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Table 13
Decoding of the record to a single file in a BTLN in APFS version 249.20.8.

Record type
(LE-BE)

Record Offset in block
Figs. 19 and 18

Content Data type Valuees, converted Comment

0x0109 Key record (Fig. 18) 0x01D0 Parent ID Uint64 0x02
0x01D8 Record type Uint16 0x0109 Key record, Table 14
0x01DA Key length Uint16 0x0D
0x01DC Key char[0x0D] CIMG0143.JPGþchr(0)
0x0F28 CNID Uint64 0x48
0x0F30 Date Added Uint64 2016-11-09 23:30:59 UTC

Usually this data record remain
in same node as the rest of the
file/folder records.

0x0F38 Unknown Uint16 0x08
0x0103 File Record (Fig 19) 0x0E60 Parent ID: Uint64 0x02

0x0E68 Node-ID Uint64 0x48
0x0E70 Date Created Uint64
0x0E78 Date last written Uint64
0x0E80 Date iNode mod. Uint64
0x0E88 Date accessed Uint64
0x0E90 Hardlinks to file Uint64 1
0x0E98 Unknown Uint64 0
0x0EA0 Unknown Uint32 0
0x0EA4 Unknown Uint32 3
0x0EA8 Unknown Uint64 0
0x0EB0 Owner ID Uint32 0x63 (99)
0x0EB4 Group ID Uint32 0x63 (99)
0x0EB8 Flags Uint64 0x81ED (1000 0001 1110 1101)

Bit 15: Unknown
(Prob.value to substract
from Namelen gross to
determine the position
of file content section
in the record.)
Bit 0e2, 3e5,6-8 ¼ rwx r-x r-x

0x0EC0 Unknown Uint64 0
0x0EC8 Length method Uint16 0x02 0x02 ¼ Subtraction 0x01 ¼ Ordinary
0x0ECA Name len gross Uint16 0x38 0x38-0x28 ¼ 0x10
0x0ECC Data type Uint16 0x0204
0x0ECE Filename len nto. Uint16 0x0D
0x0ED0 Unknown Uint16 0x2008
0x0ED2 Unknown Uint16 0x28 Prob.value to substract from Namelen nto
0x0ED4 Filename char[0x0D] CIMG0143.JPG
0x0EE4 Content, len log. Uint64 0x0DBF75 (900,981)
0x0EEC Content, len gross Uint64 0x0DC000 (901,120)
0x0EF4 Unknown Uint64 0

0x0104 NamedAttribute (Fig. 19) 0x0E58 char[7] 0x02000000010031
0x0106 Extent/status (Fig. 19) 0x0E50 Uint32 0x01 ¼ File has record(s)

in Extents B-Tree
0x0108 Extent (Fig. 19) 0x0E38 Extent len Uint64 0x0dC000 (901,120)

0x0E40 Extent start block Uint64 0x7308 (29,448)
0x0E48 Unknown Uint64 0x00

Table 14
Catalog node record type values conversion.

Record type
apfs 249.20.2
(Big-End)

Record type
apfs 249.30.8

Description

0x0103 0x30 File/Folder record
0x0203
0x0104 0x40 Named Attribute
0x0105 0x50 Hard links
0x0106 0x60 Extent status. If this

record exist, the file
object has record(s)
in the Extents B-Tree

0x0107 0x70 Unknown, not discovered yet
0x0108 0x80 Extent
0x0109 0x90 Key record
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file keys above CIMG0152.JPG and up to and including
CIMG0184JPG. Our file is between these two indicating our file’s
records are in the BTLN covered by record 3. This is the BTLN with
ID 0x0412. When we perform a lookup in the BTOM (Table 11) we
locate the node ID in record 2 which has the BTLN in block number
0x8942.

Leaf Nodes

Leaf Nodes (BTLN) are at the lowest level in the BTCS. The BTOM
and BTRN are located in level 2 of the volume however, the BTLN
remains on level 3.

The BTLN records meta-data about files, folders, named attri-
butes, etc.
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Table 15
Decoding of the EDB (Fig. 20). Index offset are relative to block offset 0x2F8 and data offset are relative to start of table footer in offset -0x28. Block# start column have values
converted from Le to BE.

Record Index offset Index Length Data offset Data Length Block# Start (Big-End) Data type (Big-End) Blocks in extent (Big-End) Node ID Unknown

1 0x00 0x0A 0x18 0x14 0x3BEA 0x0102 0x01 0x11 0x01
2 0x10 0x0A 0x30 0x14 0x3BF2 0x0102 0x100 0x12 0x01
3 0x20 0x0A 0x48 0x14 0x3CF3 0x0102 0xBC 0x12 0x01
4 0x30 0x0A 0x60 0x14
5 0x40 0x0A 0x78 0x14

Table 16
Decoding of the EIB (Fig. 21).

Record Index offset Index Length Data offset Data Length Lowest Block start (Big-End) Data type (Big-End) Block# to Extent (Big-End)

1 0x00 0x0A 0x08 0x08 0x3BA5 0x0102 0x3BA8
2 0x10 0x0A 0x10 0x08 0x6515 0x0102 0x3BA7
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The BTLN maintains a sorted record of all BTLN's. Meta-data is
found in a table in the BTLN block, often as a type 2 table. We will
use a sample from the same APFS container used earlier and extract
meta-data for a single file. The file “/CIMG0143.JPG” that is found in
the root-directory.

First we perform a lookup in the BTRN (Table 12). In the BTRN
we concentrate on record 1 and 2. Record 2 covers files with parent
id 2 (root folder) and name key“CIMG0152.JPG and up. Our file has a
lower sort key, and is therefore covered by record 1 that refers to
Node-ID 0x0413.

We then perform a lookup in the BTOM (Table 11) wherewe find
Node-ID 0x0413 in record 3. That Node-ID is block number 0x88F9
which is a B-Tree Index Node (BTIN).

In Fig. 18 we show the BTIN in block number 0x88F9. The keyed
records are sorted, and we need to locate the file with parent-ID 2
and file-name “CIMG0143.JPG”. In the table index section of this
table (table type 0x02) that according to offset 0x2A has a length of
0x0140 bytes, and the index starts in offset 0x38. The table index
have records related to our example file. In offset 0x0110 we have
the first index with the following hexadecimal values (58 00 19 00
D8 00 12 00). The key section starts in offset 0x178, and the data
section at the end of the block. The first table index record
regarding our example file is the following pairs (converted from LE
to BE) 0x58 which is offset to the values in the key section. The
offset within the block is 0x178þ0x58 ¼ 0x1D0. The length is 0x19.
The index keys for values in the data section is the following pairs,
0xD8 which is offset 0x1000 - 0xD8 ¼ 0xF28 and the length of the
value is 0x12 bytes.

The key records are highlighted in orange. In the table header,
the record definitions, we have the record pointers in offset 0x0110.
This record points to the key in offset 0x58 in the key section (block
offset 0x01D0) with a length of 0x19 bytes. Here we find the
parent-ID identified with the value 0x02, the record type identified
with the value 0x0109, and the key name identified with the zero
terminated value “CIMG0143.JPG”. The table record for this key
points to the data section offset 0xD8 (measured from the end of
the block) with a length of 0x12 bytes (the last orange section). That
record is in block offset 0x0F28 to 0x0F39 and contains two values,
the Catalog Node-ID (CNID) of the file, 0x48 and a timestamp for
when the file was added to that folder (Date-added). The last 16 bit
value (0x08) is unknown.

The crucial value here is the CNID, 0x48. We then return to the
BTRN and lookup CNID 0x48 in Table 12. The CNID in the BTRN is
located in record 12 as 0x48 are between 0x46 and 0x4c in record
13. Record 12 refers to Node-ID 0x0435 which we the lookup in
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BTOM (Table 11). In BTOMwe findNode-ID in record 12 that refer to
block number 0x8902 which is a leaf node, Fig. 19 and
Table 13tab:BTLNtab where the records for file “CIMG0143.JPG” are
decoded.

Between APFS version 249.20.2 and 249.30.8 there are some
major changes in keyed records and a few in the file/folder records.
In file/folder records, two of the unknown Uint64 values are
omitted.The field Hardlinks to file is the first value after the four
time-stamps. In 249.20.8, a keyed record is located in the key sec-
tion of a table and contains either a reference to parentID (Uint64).
recordType (Uint16) and a variable length keyName or a CNID
(Uint64) with recordType (Uint16). The concept in version 249.30.8
are basically the same but the value pair parentID/recordType
and CNID/recordType are just a single Uint64 instead of
Uint64 þ Uint16 where: parentID/CNID ¼ value ∧ 0x00ffffffffffff
recordType ¼ value ∧ 0xff00000000000000 [ 56.

The recordType values are changed from 16 to 8 bit values and
we have put the values for both versions in Table 14.

Extent blocks

Extents are the method used by many file systems to store
location of file content and a single file is composed of one or more
extents. A single extent has a block start address and a length given
in bytes or number of blocks. APFS makes use of extents in file
meta-data to keep records of file content. In Section Leaf Nodes,
records for a single file were decoded, also the extent record which
is identified by a record-type value (see Table 14). In addition, APFS
has separate blocks with all extents listed. Several tests indicate this
extents B-Tree is used by the snapshot manager to record which
extents are protected from deletion. Each file/folder has a separate
record in the leaf node to record if a file/folder has extent records in
the extents B-Tree. See Table 14.

These blocks are referred to from the VCSB offset 0x90, ”Block#
to index of extents”). Depending on the number of files in the file
system, this reference is either to an Extent Index Block (EIB) or an
Extent Direct Block (EDB). Fig. 20 is part of EDB.

Table 15 shows an example of decoding three out of the 82
extent records in block 0x893D. In the case of this sample the VCSB
reference was to a direct block (EDB). Next we show an example
from a file system with a larger number of files in which the EIB's
are used.

Fig. 21 shows an EIB from another APFS container. Table 16
shows that there are two records and the blocks with extents are
in block number 0x3BA8 and 0x3BA7. Block 0x3BA8 covers extents
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/



Table A.18
Pre-defined CNID in APFS.

CNID Purpose

1 Root and private-dir parent
2 Root folder
3 private-dir
4e15 Unknown
16 First user CNID

Table A.17
File modes.

Variable Value
(octal)

Comment

#define S_IRWXU o000700 /* RWX mask for owner */
#define S_IRUSR o000400 /*R for owner */
#define S_IWUSR o000200 /*W for owner */
#define S_IXUSR o000100 /*X for owner */
#define S_IRWXG o000070 /* RWX mask for group */
#define S_IRGRP o000040 /*R for group */
#define S_IWGRP o000020 /*W for group */
#define S_IXGRP o000010 /*X for group */
#define S_IRWXO o000007 /* RWX mask for other */
#define S_IROTH o000004 /*R for other */
#define S_IWOTH o000002 /*W for other */
#define S_IXOTH o000001 /*X for other */
#define S_IFDIR o040000 /* directory */
#define S_IFREG o100000 /* regular */
#define S_IFLNK o120000 /* symbolic link */
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with start block of 0x3BA5 or above. Block 0x3BA7 covers extents
with start block of 0x6515 or above. The two blocks, 0x3BA7 and
3BA8 are EDB with one or more extent records.

Conclusions

APFS is a new file system developed from first principles and
clearly has very little in common with HFSþ. The built-in capabil-
ities and features are what we have come to expect from a modern
file system. The structures using B-Trees are comparable to many
other file systems, but the implementation of such are less
comparable.

The file system is not fully implemented as a default file system
in Apple devices. Nor is all the functionality implemented in this
pre-release version. It is not yet known how encryption and
TimeMachine will be implemented. Apple claims that APFS will be
in full production fall 2017.

Many of the artefacts in this article were discovered through
reverse engineering and intensive testing. There are still many ar-
tefacts to be discovered. Not all undetected artefacts will be of great
interest for the forensic community becausemany of these could be
related to performance and stability of the file system.

The artefacts discovered so far are sufficient to parse the most
important structures and we are both able to traverse the current
file system state and also earlier states through the checkpoints
and/or snapshots.

The ability to traverse the file system in more than the current
state, provides great possibilities for recovery of previously existing
files and current files in previous versions. This recovery can be
performed for both content and metadata. The ability to traverse
more than one full checkpoint on system disks with APFS, seems to
be more limited after doing investigation on a APFS bootable sys-
tem disk in macOS 10.13 Beta.

Future work

We could expect that many artefacts still are to be revealed and
more work should be conducted on these. Future changes
regarding full implementation will demand more work to trace.
Many known features such as the encryption implementation need
to be investigated. The snapshot feature is already implemented,
and we have done some initial research, but have a lot more to
discover.

We could expect the TimeMachine feature to be implemented,
but how, is not certain.

Many of the already discovered artefacts we could expect to be
changed in the near future, at least until first deployment.

By using the known artefacts from APFS, it will be important to
develop software to parse the file system. At the time of writing
we have a Python script that has been tested on containers from
10 MB to 12 TB and number of file/folders from very few up to
more than 200,000. The script covers other objects than files and
folders. The script is a proof of concept to test the discovered ar-
tefacts and it also work on the first edition of APFS on a system
disk.

Appendix A. Filemodes used in catalog records

The Apple Technical Note TN1150 from 2004 (Apple Inc., 2004)
contains valuable information about HFSþ. Most of this material is
not comparable to APFS, but so far, it seems that the filemode
masking is the same, at least for some objects. In a file record, the
Filemode is located in offset 0x58. The following example of Fil-
emode is: 0xA1ED. In octal this is 0o120755 which indicates that
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this is a Symbolic link with user rights rwxr-xr-x. See Table A.17 for
interpretation.
Appendix A.1. Pre-defined Catalog Node ID

The CNID is the numbering system in APFS for file, folders and
other data objects. The term CNID is also known from HFSþ that
used a 32-bit CNID while APFS has increased that to 64-bit. Some of
the CNID are reserved and listed in Table A.18.
Appendix B. File name records

The Catalog B-Tree provides important information about files
and folders such as the file/folder name, and one such is the file
name that is used to identify files or folders by a name. APFS can be
configured as case-sensitive or case-insensitive. In case sensitive,
the two files, file1.txt and File1.txt, can be present in the same folder.

A file/folder-record contains multiple sections. The first section
is 92 bytes and is common to all records. It contains information
about the parent-ID, the CNID, four timestamps, file permissions,
group and owner, and some additional values.

After this, from offset 0x5C, there exist a variable number of
sections. Common to all file/folder records is the file-name. All files
have a file-size section and there could exist more sections, of
unknown purpose.

At offset 0x5C is a value which contains the number of sections
in the last part. The highest number of such sections observed is
three. At offset 0x5E the total length of all the last sections is found.

From offset 0x60 the last sections of the file/folder record
header. This part starts with a header which is an index of addi-
tional sections and each index starts with a Uint16 pair of values,
section type and section length.

If the value in offset 0x5C is for example 3, then there are 3
additional sections with 3 pair of indexes (six Uint16 values).

In Fig.B 22 a hex-dump from an arbitrary file record is presented,
and the structure is described in Table B.19. The first section, from
offset 0x00 to 0x5B, is the general meta-data common to both files
FS file system, Digital Investigation (2017), http://dx.doi.org/10.1016/
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and folders. This example has three additional sections from offset
0x5C. The first Uint16 value in offset 0x5C is the number of sections
in the last part of the record, here 0x03. Next, at offset 0x5E, is the
total size of the three sections, here 0x48. The header for the three
sections starts at offset 0x60 and the size of this is the number of
sections from offset 0x5C multiplied by 6 since each section is
described by two Uint16 values. The data for the three sections
Fig. B.22. File record example with three sections in the last part.

Table B.19
Values from Fig. B.22. Physical lengths are calculated with the formula earlier in this section.

Section # Offset Name of value Data-type Value Comment

0x5A numberOfSections Uint16 0x03 From beginning of file name to end of the file record.
0x5C sectionsLengthTotal Uint16 0x48

1 0x60 unknownType Uint16 0x0302 Unknown purpose.
0x62 unknownTypeLength Uint16 0x04 Logical length. Physical length 0x08.

2 0x64 name Uint16 0x0204 File/Folder name.
0x66 nameLength Uint16 0x17 Logical length of file name inclusive

zero-termination. Physical length 0x18.
3 0x68 filesizes Uint16 0x2008

0x6A filesizesLength Uint16 0x28 Size of the file size record. This section
has a fixed size of 0x28 bytes.

Table C.20
Abbreviations used in the article (sorted by abbreviation) (see Table C.20).

Abbreviations Meaning

BMB Bitmap Block
BMD Bitmap Descriptor
BMI Bitmap Index
BMIB Bitmap Index Block
BMMA Bitmap Mapping Area
BMRB Bitmap Record Block
BMS Bitmap Structure
BTCS B-Tree Catalog Structure
BTIN B-Tree Index Node
BTLN B-Tree Leaf Node
BTOM B-Tree Object Map
BTRN B-Tree Root Node
CNID Catalog Node-ID
CSB Checkpoint Superblock
CSBD Checkpoint Superblock Descriptor
EDB Extent Direct Block
EIB Extent Index Block
MSB Main Superblock
VB Volume block
VCSB Volume Checkpoint Superblock
VRB Volume Root Block
starts directly after the header, offset 0x6C in this example.
The file-size section has several values. The two first Uint64 in

offset 0x8C and 0x94 are the logical and physical file-size.
File names in APFS are always zero-terminated and the first

0x00 after the name are part of the file name. The records in the
final sections are 8-byte aligned. To calculate the physical size of
each section, we use the following formula: phys-
ical_length¼logical_lengthþ(8�logical_length) mod 8)

In the following structure, the three sections after the first 92
bytes in Fig. B.22 are decoded:

� First section, first Uint16: ID ¼ 0x2003

This section ID has an unknown purpose. The physical size of
this section is: physical_length¼4þ(8�4)mod8¼8. The content of
this section is 0x03.

� Second section, first Uint16: ID ¼ 0x0204

This is the file/folder-name section. The Uint16 is the logical
file/folder-name length. The physical length of this section is:
physical_length¼23þ(8�23)mod8¼24 The file name is:
.submasking.txt.icloud.

� Third section, first Uint16: ID ¼ 0x2008
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This is the file-size section which describes the logical and
physical sizes of the file. This section is not present on folder re-
cords. The size of this section is fixed at 0x28 bytes and the formula
is not necessary.

Other known section ID's are: 0x280D, 0x2203 and 0x0203. The
purpose of these are not known.
Appendix C. Abbreviations used in the article
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